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Fall General Membership Meeting
The fall General Membership meeting took place on Nov. 15 at
Bradley Middle School. If you attended the meeting, you were first
greeted at the entrance to the library by Mark Peterson from SAWS.
Mark shared advice and many materials with us and answered any
of the questions that were presented to him. A few of the materials
were “Water Smart – Home Report”, “Save water and money
with Water Saver coupons and Rebates”, “Water Saver Irrigation
Consultation”, ““Garden Style San Antonio”, “Reading Your Water
Meter”, “San Antonio Landscape Care Guide”, and a map of the
streets of our neighborhood that are being rehabilitated. A short
business meeting was held first with the Pledge of Allegiance and
the Texas Pledge. Our special guests, Tom Bartlett, Ryan Hall, Josh
Heiss and Shane Harbinson from the Aviation Department, John
Courage and Bryan Naylor from the D9 office, and the NCTONA
board were introduced. That was followed by the reading of the
May minutes, and the treasurer’s report. We are still requesting
volunteers for more block captains. It would be super wonderful
to have every street being blessed with a leader. The business
meeting was closed and our special guest speaker, Tom Bartlett was
introduced for his presentation.
Tom joined San Antonio as Deputy Director of the San Antonio
Airport System in May of 2017. He came with 40 years of
highly diverse credentials in airport and aviation management.
He exercises broad authority for overseeing airport operations,
maintenance, airport safety/security, aircraft rescue and firefighting
terminal and passenger services, capital improvement projects, air
service development and parking ground transportation through

Assistant Directors. Tom made a fabulous presentation on the San
Antonio International Airport Strategic Development plan with a
great slide show included. In Pre-Covid years 10 million passengers
passed through our airport in a year (5 million coming in and 5
million leaving. He hopes we will be back to that number soon and
is expecting a 4 million increase in the next 4 years. The airport
supports 45,000 jobs with concessions, airlines, & vendors. They
will be adding 3 new gates, one in Terminal A and 2 in Terminal
B. Those will be completed soon. A new security lane will be added
in terminal B making it increase from 4 to 5 while there are still
7 in terminal A. And a terminal C will be added in the future
also. TSA is now working with 4 canine dogs to screen passengers
smelling for explosives. The airfield always has things that need to
be upgraded. More concessions have been added with one of them
being What-A-Burger recently. More electrical capacity will need
to be upgraded as this happens. Images of the airfield where a lot of
work will be done in the future. Roadwork will also be done to get
a smoother flow in and out of the airport to keep the traffic moving.
At the present there are over 9000 parking spots with 1000 to be
added. Note: An alternative to driving to the airport to park, the
Via terminal will take you to the airport at no cost. Tom made sure
we heard that No city taxes are used. The airport uses all “user” fees
(concessions, airline lease fees) and the FAA provides grant money.
All money collected is reinvested in the airport. The goal is to retain
the current air services and obtain new. Recently Spirit Airlines and
JetBlue have been added. The presentation was very informative
and enjoyable.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
DECEMBER – Fun Facts
1 – Jingle Bells was the first song played in space. 2 – In Japan, a traditional
Christmas dinner is to go to KFC. 3 – Legend has it that Candy Canes were invented
in Germany to keep choir boys quiet. 4 – Queen Victoria sent the first official
Christmas card.
DEC. 18 – Hanukkah begins at sundown
DEC. 18-21 – Holiday Yard Decorating Judging
DEC. 25 – Christmas Day

JANUARY – Fun Facts

Board Contacts

Not available online.

1 – January is known to be the coldest month in the Northern Hemisphere and
the warmest in the Southern Hemisphere. 2 – The first New Year’s ball drop in
New York City started in 1908. 3 – In 1946, the first United States Computer was
built in Pennsylvania at the Moore School of Engineering. 4 – Ellis Island opened
on January 1st, 1892 allowing more than 20 million immigrants to enter the
United States.
Jan. 1 – New Year’s Day – Welcome 2023
Jan. 9 – NCTONA Board meeting – Faith Luthern Church – 6:30 PM

COMMITTEES

Jan. 16 – Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Block Captain Liaison.................................................................... Katy Thomas
Security...................................................................................... Carlos Garcia, Jr.
Web page....................................................................................... Karen O’Brien
Newsletter.................................................................Linda Nolder, Lisa Janaky
Special Events......................................................................... Christine Denney
Garage Sale...................................................................................... Linda Nolder
Code Enforcement...............................................................................Kim Pettit
Facebook.......................................................................................... Katy Thomas
NextDoor Lead......................................................................... Alex Shapovalov
SAFFE Officer................................................................................. Sonny Kretzer
Zoning..............................................................................................Noel Nicholls

Sales + Repairs
Show this ad!
10% off a repair
$10 off any phone

Discount Cell Phones

6738 San Pedro Ave, 78216
(210) 464-7112
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Residential & Commercial
Plumbing Services
• Hot Water
Heaters
• Faucets
• Disposals
• Sewers/Drains
• Water Softener

ADVERTISE

HERE

News that’s
close to home.

•Multiple AD Sizes
•Discounts
M-36230

Kohler, Grohe, Delta,
: Moen,
American Standard, A.O. Smith
CLARK PLUMBING CO.
FEATURING
BRANDS

Ask about other newsletters in your area
sales@neighborhoodnews.com

210-558-3160

“Where Quality Still Counts”

For Installation & Repair, call Dustin Clark
(210)

590-4993 | (210) 912-3291
P.O. Box 700114 • San Antonio, TX 78270
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Thanksgiving 2022,
With Outtakes from

The Grinch

By Susan Schopp, Neighborhood News
I don’t know about you, but to me this Thanksgiving has
been .. different. It felt like a Thanksgiving aimed more at
something like “normalcy”, than we’ve had in a few years.
Maybe you, as I do, remember a Thanksgiving when most, if
not all, of the family showed up, played a multitude of games,
watched most of the many football games, and unabashedly
and fervently stuffed our faces. Then we proudly loosened our
belts to make room for dessert. It wasn’t all that long ago.
“I could use a little social interaction.” – The Grinch
We’ve learned that poking fun at each other over politics and
Covid is not really all that fun. We avoid those topics like
the plague, (no pun intended). We have become aware that
words hurt and intuitively understand that relationships are
more important than arguments. We start the meal off with
a prayer and think of all we are thankful for. At the top of
that list is being together at the same place and time for a
wondrous Thanksgiving meal.
“I don’t need anything more for Christmas than this right
here. My family.” – Lou Lou Who
We delight in the fact that the grandkids kids are now taller
than their grandparents. That dad’s turkey and moms stuffing
is as good as we remember. We get caught up on all the little
ones who are now crawling and talking, and the not so little
ones who are moving up to high school or college, and the big
ones now living in other states or even countries.
“Santa, don’t forget the Grinch. I know he’s mean and hairy
and smelly, and his hands are cold and clammy, but I think
he’s kind of sweet.” – Cindy Lou Who
At the same time the world is in the middle of change that
seems so radical we can barely comprehend it. Countries
around the world are repositioning themselves to display
their power, their influence, or the lengths they are willing
to go to attain or keep those things. I’m not sure that there
has ever been a time in history where so many players on the
world stage are strategizing and shifting in order to achieve
future goals.
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we simply judge these horrific events by the makeup of the
targets rather than the realization that with every instance
we wear darker and darker rose-colored glasses.
“Be it ever so heinous, there’s no place like home.” – The Grinch
At the same time, it seems as if we are on a precipice of
change. Women and young people have stood up and
insisted on literally being counted with their votes.
People from all walks of life are opening up about the
pain they’ve endured in their lives. People are calling out
racism, misogyny, and wrongdoing like never before. Their
openness and authenticity paves the way for others to share.
It is a time to be hopeful.
“Now you listen to me young lady! Even if we’re horribly
mangled, there’ll be no sad faces on Christmas.” – The
Grinch
We look forward to Christmas now that we made it through
Thanksgiving mostly unscathed. We take a not-so-small,
wicked delight that many retailers are overstocked, and we
feel as if maybe we are coming out on top for a change.
Today we think towards Christmas gifts and more major
but necessary purchases instead of extravagance of the past.
“Stupid. Ugly. Out of date. This is ridiculous. If I can’t find
something nice to wear, I’m not going!” – The Grinch
You know that Christmas may be smaller this year, that
instead of wall to wall presents we are forced to buy based
on what we can afford. But at the same time because of,
and despite all we’ve endured, we are thankful. With all the
craziness going on in our world our focus is on our families
and hanging on to what we know and love, each other.
“Maybe Christmas, (he thought) doesn’t come from a store.
Maybe Christmas perhaps means a little bit more.”
– The Grinch

We Wish You a Blessed and
Happy Holiday Season!

“Give me that! Don’t you know that you’re not supposed to
take things that don’t belong to you? What’s the matter with
you? You some kind of wild animal?” – The Grinch
Our own country is just as chaotic. With two recent mass
shootings we go about our business still believing that it can’t
happen to us. I guess we can be thankful that this time it
wasn’t a classroom of 4th graders. We have become so used
to these shootings that outrage is a thing of the past and now
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LOGO Contest
As you know – we have been taking suggestions and pictures
or drawings for the past months to adopt a new NCTONA
LOGO. As you can see from the General Meeting picture,
the one that we have had for years, being displayed on
the yellow shirt, is definitely the reason for an upgrade.
At the General meeting, President Kim Pettit presented
4 choices of submissions we received. A small discussion/
question answer session was held and then the 4 were voted
upon. The winner was #4! This is the logo with the houses
and trees and the words North Central Thousand Oaks
Neighborhood Association on the bottom. One of the first
things you will see this on are new signage for all our events.
Thank you to all those that entered.

New logo

Old logo

Holiday Decorating Contest

December is that special time when we decorate our yards
with all the holiday goodies. NCTONA is divided into 3
sections: North, Central, & South. Each section will be
judged the week of December 18-21. Each section will
have 1 winner from each of the following categories:

Original Lighting

New, fresh innovative, or unique decorations or set of
decorations.

Best Theme

A unifying or common set of decorations.

Best Group

3 or more homes adjacent or across the street that are
decorated preferably with common decorations.

Best Lighting

Judges choice. Doesn’t fit in the other categories and
could be considered the judge’s favorite.

We look forward to all your great yards!

BY
COME US!
E
AND SE

2555 Thousand Oaks • 210-495-1100

Your One Stop Automotive Shop for...
Brakes
Tune-Ups
Oil Changes
and more!
Friendly, professional staff and expert
technicians.

Serving your automotive needs for over 24 years!
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MEMBERSHIP
November is the beginning of our Membership Drive for
the 2023 year. Block captains may be coming around to
visit and collect dues, or you can mail them to our Treasurer
directly, or you can pay through PayPal. That link is on our
website (NCTONA.com). Our dues are a mere $25 for the
whole year. This is very little compared to your friends that
live in a Home Owners’ Associated neighborhood. There is
a form on the back of this newsletter or you can find one
online to fill out to submit with your $25. Our goal is to
have over 400 members this next year. We look forward to
each of you helping us to fulfill that commitment.
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Wine Down Wednesday
In October, our Wine Down Ladies went to Lemon Grass
where we even were able to eat the flowers! In November,
we ventured to Julian’s. You can always find out about our
Wednesday schedule for the month on the website and sign
up to join us. Several of us are regulars, but some come only
when they are available. We love meeting new neighbors –
and drinking alcohol is not a requirement. Just love of fun.
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Garage Sale
Our Garage Sale was held on Oct. 29th this year. We had
one of the biggest participations that we have had in about
3 years with 32 residents on the map. It was reported to me
that some did “ok” and others did “really well”. We were
given a beautiful day again. Arms of Hope picked up the
“leftovers”. They, however, can no longer do it on the Monday
immediately following our Saturday sales. They are doing it
by Zip Code and our 78232 falls into the Wednesday pickup
day. Hopefully that did not bother anyone.

Julian’s

Lemon Grass

I live in NCTONA and have been
serving the real estate community in
San Antonio for over 20 years.
When Experience Matters,
call...

Cindy Baughn

CRS|SRES|ABR|GRI|ALHS|TRLP
Broker|Owner

210-445-1230
Seasoned • Engaged • Service-Minded
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YARDS
OF THE
MONTH
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We are pleased to share our congratulations with the October and November “Yard
of the Month”. Their contribution to our neighborhood helps brighten our days as
we pass them. Remember that the month of December will be the judging of the
Holiday lighted houses. January and February will be “Porch of the Month” houses.
SOOOOO – after you take down all those Holiday decorations, get those porches
looking festive. Can’t wait to see them.

October 2022

November 2022

NORTH

NORTH

CENTRAL

CENTRAL

SOUTH

SOUTH

Advertise with us!

For information, call (210) 558-3160
or send an email to
Sales@NeighborhoodNews.com
Published and distributed by:

Neighborhood News, Inc.
3740 Colony Drive Suite LL100, San Antonio, TX 78230
Ph: (210) 558-3160 • Fax: (210) 558-3163
Articles that appear in the North Central Thousand Oaks newsletter do not necessarily reflect the official position
of Neighborhood News, Inc. and their publication does not constitute an endorsement therein. The appearance
of any advertisement in the North Central Thousand Oaks newsletter does not constitute an endorsement by
Neighborhood News, Inc. of the goods or services advertised. Neighborhood News, Inc. is not responsible for
errors beyond the cost of the actual ad space. Any publication of Neighborhood News, Inc., whether draft or final
is the sole property of Neighborhood News, Inc. and cannot be reproduced or distributed in any way, whether in
print or electronically, without the express written consent of Neighborhood News, Inc. ©Neighborhood News, Inc.

Info@NeighborhoodNews.com • www.NeighborhoodNews.com
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McAllister Park News
By Gerry Schwab
gschwab@satx.rr.com

The bimonthly meeting of the Friends of McAllister Park
was held via Zoom at 7:00pm, Thursday November 17,
2022. One positive to come out of the horrible and deadly
Covid Pandemic of 2021 was the reliance on the internet for
electronic get togethers. These do not replace the benefits of
social interaction, but these are a quick and reliable substitute
for necessary business and social togetherness.
The November business items just so happened to lend
themselves to an overriding concept: the interrelationship
between use and responsibility. We know what park use is,
and this is obvious and quite immediate. Bikers, walkers,
runners, and team members have been using McAllister for
years if not generations. The concept of responsibility is a little
harder to grasp but no less important. At the most basic level
responsibility means paying your city property taxes, part of
which provides for park maintenance and upkeep. Every five
years citizens are asked to approve bond proposals, some of
which relate to park capital improvements. But responsibility
does not end here; in fact, this is where Friends of the Park comes
in. If you see trash and pick it up and dispose of it properly,
you are a “friend” of the park. You may not be a formal, duespaying member, but you are taking responsibility. (We would
certainly welcome your membership and our numbers have
increased to 103—a 98% increase since last pre-covid term.)
You may be trying to remove or slow the spread of invasive
grass species. Chopping out Johnson grass or cutting its seeds
is not the most exciting experience in life, but it is one way
to express your responsibility in trying to return McAllister
to its natural grassland state. Making nightly visits to the
animal water trough to ensure the float works to input water
so deer and critters can drink is another park responsible act.
Keeping trails maintained especially after heavy rains erode
existing ones is another park responsible act. Making sure
that volunteer trails and bike jumps are kept out, so there
is some order to known locations so help can arrive should
emergencies arise. And the list goes on and on. But this as
well as park enjoyment is the reason for all the Friends of the
Parks organizations.

Kazushige Yaguchi and his wife Yumi are our “good deed
neighbors” this edition. The Yaguchi’s live at 2306 Shadow
Cliff and are a blessed welcome to the street. You will
find Kazushige out sweeping the street almost every day
keeping the area neat and tidy. That act of consideration is
so appreciated by all the neighbors on Shadow Cliff. Thank
you Mr. Yaguchi for your gift to our neighborhood. If you
are out driving on Shadow Cliff close to Henderson Pass
and you see him working – stop and say “hi” and “thank
you”. NCTONA is glad you are a part of us!

TO OUR
VETERANS
We all celebrated Veteran’s
Day on November 11.
There were many types of
celebrations throughout
San Antonio from parades
to small honors within our
families. NCTONA wishes
to thank every Veteran and
any person in our Armed
Forces for the support that
they contribute to our
country each and every day.
We remain a free country
because of them.

Here's To The Heroes
By: Don Black

“Here’s to the heroes,
those few who dare
Heading for glory, living
a prayer.
Here’s to the heroes who
change our lives.
Thanks to those heroes
freedom survives.
Here’s to the heroes who
never rest.
They are the chosen we
are the blessed.
Here’s to the heroes who
aim so high.
Here’s to the heroes who
do or die.”

Following this line of thought, especially in this last newsletter
of 2022 as we approach the Thanksgiving and Holiday Season
we say “Thank You” to countless groups and individuals who
work tirelessly to improve a place we all enjoy and love so much.
Another reminder: be on the lookout for Santa (aka Lindal
Hardwick) who will be making nightly sled runs through
NCTONA neighborhoods as the end of the year approaches.
Happy Holidays and Happy New Year!
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Fall Colors

Our seasons this year have been not “true” to what our
visions of what summer, fall, and winter seem to be from
picture books or TV. We have endured tremendous heat
all the way to the end of October. And then finally, right
before Thanksgiving, we got true “colder” temperatures
and rain. And then right back up to warm and now
maybe cold again. BUT, the beauty I have found in all
this are the beautiful colors of our trees that suddenly
appeared in the last 2 weeks. It was like they said – “oh,
its cold and you have given me enough to drink that I
can actually do my fall thing!”. Hope you are enjoying all
the wonderful fall colors around our neighborhood and as
you are driving around town.

DOUBLE PANE WINDOWS • MIRRORED WALLS
REPLACEMENT GLASS • SHOWER ENCLOSURES
GLASS TABLE TOPS
Free Estimates

B&T Glass & Mirror
TOMMY MOON
BRIAN MOON
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WANT SOME NEW VOCABULARY
IN YOUR EVERYDAY SPEECH?
NOTAPHILY – no-TAH-fe-lee (noun) The collecting of
banknotes as a hobby.
DESULTORY – deh-sel-tor-ee (adjective) 1–Lacking a plan,
purpose, or enthusiasm; (of conversation of speech) going
constantly from one subject to another in a halfhearted way;
unfocused. 2–Occurring randomly or occasionally.
SAPONACEOUS – sap uhe-na-SHes (adjective) 1–Of, like, or
containing soap; soapy.
What part of a person does “grandisonant” describe?
Style of speaking
Grandisonant [gran-DIH-se-nent]
Grand-sounding, giving the impression of grandeur; rhetorical;
bombastic.
What sort of sound does “wheeple” describe?
Whistling
Wheeple [WEE-pel]
To emit a shrill cry or whistle, sometimes feebly.

Our Real Estate
Corner
Our NCTONA Board member, Christine Denney has been
keeping us up to date with the latest information about our
neighborhood. Here is the newest report.

San Antonio Area Market Statistics
October 2022

New Listings....................................... 3,978
Active Listings.................................... 10,390
Pending Sales..................................... 2,179
Days on Market.................................. 44 (14 days more than last year)
Months of Inventory........................... 3.2
Total Sales.......................................... 2,656 (19% decrease YoY*)
Average Price..................................... $382,518 (8% increase YoY*)
Median Price...................................... $323,190 (8% increase YoY*)
Average Price Per Sq. Ft.................... $183 (15% increase*)
Residential Rental Average Price....... $1,782
$199,000 and below = 10.7%
$200,000 and $499,000 = 57.75%
$500,000 and Up = 31.5%

What does “eudaemonism” describe?
Personal philosophy
Eudaemonism [yoo-DEE-me-niz-em]
A system of ethics that bases moral value on the likelihood of
actions producing happiness.

*Percent change reflects a year-over-year comparison of October 2021 &
October 2022. For a detailed report please visit SABOR.com.

YOU CAN APPLY FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE EXEMPTIONS WITH THIS LINK:
BCAD.ORG/INDEX.PHP/FORMS.
FILL OUT THE "RESIDENT HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FORM" AND SUBMIT IT TO THE
APPRAISAL DISTRICT. MAILING INSTRUCTIONS ARE INCLUDED ON THE FORM.

DISTRICT9@SANANTONIO.GOV
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Recipe Corner
Cheesy Garlic Pull Apart Bread
INGREDIENTS:
• 1 Italian Crusty Loaf (Uncut/
Unsliced whole Bread Loaf)
• 1/2 stick Melted Butter (2 ounce)
• 2-3 tbsp. Olive Oil
• 3-4 Garlic Clove Minced or
Crushed
• ¼ Cup Fresh Chopped Parsley
• 1 tsp Black Pepper
• 1 Cup Shredded Mozzarella
Cheese
• Sprinkle of Salt
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Combine butter, olive oil, black pepper, chopped parsley,
minced garlic and salt in a bowl and mix well, keep aside.
2. Cut Italian bread Loaf on a diagonal into 1 to 1-½ inch
diamonds shape, use bread knife for perfect cut, be
careful do not slice all the way through.

WWW.NCTONA.COM
3. Use your fingers to pry open each crack and apply or
spread the prepared butter mixture and shredded cheese
into the each crack.
4. Wrap the loaf in foil, place the loaf on a baking tray
and bake it for 12-15 minutes till all cheese melts, then
uncover the foil carefully and bake it again for 5 minutes
until crusty.
5. Remove carefully, now your Cheese Garlic Pull Apart
Bread is ready for serving, serve fresh immediately.
*This loaf is easy to make and definitely a crowd pleaser.
You can make this bread more interesting by adding
pepperoni, crumbled meat, bacon bits, artichokes, olives,
sautéed mushrooms or anything you like.
With football season upon us and the holidays close behind,
I am always looking for new easy recipes to make and enjoy.
These recipes may not be new, but they are easy to create and
definitely crowd pleasers.

Cheesy Meatball Bites
INGREDIENTS:
• 1 (32-oz) bag frozen Italian Style
meatballs
• 1 (24-oz) jar spaghetti sauce
• 2 (8-oz) cans refrigerated
crescent rolls
• 11 slices mozzarella cheese, each
slice cut into thirds
• 1 tsp Italian seasoning, optional
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Preheat oven to 375ºF.
2. Simmer meatballs and sauce over low heat until warmed
through (5-10 minutes).
3. Separate crescent rolls into triangles. Cut each triangle in
half to form two triangles.
4. Place ⅓ slice of mozzarella cheese on top of crescent roll,
top with meatball and roll up the crescent roll. Place on
cookie sheet. Repeat with remaining crescent rolls.
5. Sprinkle the tops of the crescent rolls with Italian
seasoning, if desired.
6. Bake for 18-20 minutes, or until golden brown.
** You can heat the meatballs without the sauce, and use the
sauce for dipping instead!

Creamy Puffed Roll Ups
INGREDIENTS:
• 8 oz. Prepared Artichoke/Spinach dip
• 8 oz. Prepared Pimento Cheese Spread
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(Continued from page 10)

•
•
•
•

8 oz. Brie
Cranberry relish/jam
Chopped Walnuts
2 Boxes of Puff Pastry Sheets
(4 Sheets)
• 1 Egg
• 1 Tbsp. Water
DIRECTIONS:
1. Combine the Egg and Water and Beat until well mixed.
2. Unroll Puff Pastry Sheets and Brush both sides with Egg
and Water Mixture.
3. Spread Pimento Cheese over one side of the Puff Pastry.
4. Roll Up the Puff Pastry and Slice.
5. Place rolls on a Baking Sheet and bake at 400 Degrees for
20 Minutes or until the Puff Pastry turns a golden color.
**Spread Artichoke/Spinach mixture over one side of the
Puff Pastry and repeat assembly/baking to make different
varieties of puffs.
*** Spread Brie, dollop of relish/jam and walnuts over one
side of the Puff Pastry and repeat assembly/baking to make
different varieties of puffs.
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P.O. Box 701321
San Antonio, TX 78270-1321
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North Central Thousand Oaks Neighborhood Association
(NCTONA)
Membership Form

Membership is for Calendar Year January 1 - December 31
Membership Fee - $25.00 per year per family
Date:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Home/Cell #:______________________________________________________________________________________________
(The above information will only be used for NCTONA purposes and will not be shared.)
 I AM A NEW MEMBER. My $25.00 Annual Membership fee is attached.
 You may list my name in the “Welcome New Members” column of NCTONA Notes.
 Please enroll me in NCTONA’s e-mail notification system.
 I AM RENEWING MY MEMBERSHIP. My $25.00 Annual Membership fee is attached.
Pay by check, cash, or PayPal. Checks are payable to NCTONA. Mail to NCTONA, P.O. Box 701321, SATX 78270; or ask your
block captain or NCTONA president to pick up your Form and payment.
Check any areas of NCTONA operations that you are interested in helping with:
 Block Captain  Zoning  Newsletter  Communications  Safety  Welcoming/Membership  Special Events
 Neighborhood Appearance  Neighborhood Safety Operations
Check any of the following programs that you are interested in participating:
 Walking  Lunch Bunch  Dining Out Group  Music  Book Discussion  Community Gardening
 Yard of the Month  Yard Sales  Star Watching  Preschool Play Group  Quilting/Knitting/Crocheting
 Stamp/Coin Collecting  Other

